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Eclitor-in--Ohlef

Swede Waited 16
Years for Reply

Construction of the proposed
fallout shelter has been set bade
until at least July, 1962, accordin1
to a statement released by University President Stewart B.
Smith.
At a meeting in Charleston last
week, the State Board of Education agreed to release $10.000 to·
Marshall for the relocation of
existing utilities when construction of the sh~lter is underway.
Because the Legislature does not
meet until spring, and any money
allocated by the lawmakers won't
be available until the next filcal
year, construction is not likely to
start prior to July. 1st.

Japanese Girl Will Attend Marshall
If She Finds An American Sponsor,
By EDIE ALEXANDER

Staff Reporter
After 16 years a Japanese girl learned the English language
and answered some near-forgotten letters from Otto "Swede" Gullickson. The correspondence which ensued has resulted in Tomoko
Koyama's enrollment at Marshall for next year. But this 20-year-old
girls dream of an education in the United States may be shattered
if she does not find a sponsor.
$ZZ,t00 NBBDED
Swede landed in Tokyo Haribor
Still needed is $22,000 for thtt
with General MacAr.thur on Sep- daughter of Bon s u k e Koyama.
finishing af the floor, walls and
tember 3, 1945, the day the peace Swede says, "When I came to
ceiling of the structure. PresiBonsuke's house, I always filled
treaty was signed with Japan.
dent Smith said that when the
her
little
pockets
full
of
candy."
While he was in J aipan, Swede
money is granted for the relQcaUpon
returning
to
the
United
was entertained at the home of
tion of the utilities, the UniverStates,
Swede
wrote
several
le-tBonsuke- Koyama, mayor of Saisity will probably go ~ead with
ters
to
Bonsuke
thanking
him
for
tama Province and f a .t h e r of
construction and hope to get · the
his
hospitality
during
his
stay
in
Swede's interpretor.
need~ $22,000 at that time.
.
J
apan.
Bonsuke
could
not
read
On one of these visits to the
Also at this meeting Marshall
English
and
he
kept
the
letters
Koyama home, Swede met Tomowas moved up to second on the
for·
16
years.
ko Koyama, four-year-old grandpresi.dent~s priority list thus bringTomoko specialized in the Enging a much needed women's dorlish language in high school and
mitory closer to reality. Preslde,nt
d -u r in g a visit with her grandSmith stated that the atrueture
father in 1960, she translated the
l e .t .t e r s from Swede. She and Ll'ITLE CAL BAKER rmds class interestinr. as lonr as some will cost $1,200,000 and ho u I e
Swede have been corresponding liquid refreshment is provided. Al Baker, Oak mu junior, comes from 2 ~ coeds. Selection of a
to bis son's rescue as a ruy's- pal should.
site is now under study, said Dr.
eve_r since.
Smfth; and will be decided in the
The Home Economics EducaAs a res-ult of this corresponnear future.
tion stude.nt teachers leave Mon- dem:e, Tom o k o has decided to
day for their off-campus centers. come to the United States to study
50-50 FINANfJB BASIS
They wil do their practice teach- and is enrolled at Marshall for
ing from Nov. 6 to Jan. 13.
the 1962-63 term. She has written
The cost of the building will be
financed on a 50-,50 basis wi.th
The student teache.rs participat- to Dr. John Martin, foreign stuing in this program and their cen-. dent advu.sor, and to other memhalf coming from the state and
By CAROLYN REED
ters are: Seniors-Virginia Sue bers of the administration and has
· the other half obtained from the
Feature Writer
Workman and JoAnn Wilburn, chosen home economics as a possale of revenue bonds.
Occasionally
one
finds
a student at Marshall that is bel~w the
Ripley; Juanita Wheatley and sible course of study.
In other action, the State Board
Marcella Sp a r k s, Pt. Pleasant;
However, the, problem of find- usual are limit. However, it tould be accurately assumed that the of Education recommended to the
Mrs. Bonna Evans Patrick, Vin- ing a sponsor for Tomoko remains younrest person ever to attend a class is Alfred "Cal" Baker Jr., . Board of Public Works that aU
state-supported colleges be given
son; Nancy Shomaker, Mi 1 ton to be solved. She will need a 6-montb old son of Mr. and Mrs. Al Baker,, both students here.
Attemptinr to solve an are old problem of married students, a 10 per cent salary increase.
Senior High; Mrs. Nellie Noff- family to provide her with a home
singer, Buffalo, Mrs. Bernice Wal- and to acquaint her with Ameri- the Bakers have arranged their schedules so that when one is in
President Smith passed on the
ters Haynie, junior, wilil practice can customs while she studies at class the other is free to "baby-sit." But the best layed plans uggestion given him by the Home
often go awry, and last week provided a perfect lllustration of Housing and •Finance Adminisat Wayne.
Marshall.
The Supervising Teachers -inDuring the past year she has this old sayinr.
tration (HiHFA) for the cutting of
Mrs. Baker, Grand Rapids, Mich., senior, majorinr in elemen- the cost of renovating the dormielude: Mrs. Marion Parsons and spent a great dea,l of time reading
Mrs. Ann McNew, Ripley; Mrs. American literature to better ac- tary education had to go on a field trip for Social studies 303 tory-like structures on the. second
Garnette Stanley and Mrs. Evelyn quaint herself with the American to Montromery, W. Va.
campus.
Mr. Baker, Oak Hill junior, majoring in advertisinr, made
Brake, Pt. Pleasant; Mrs. Ruby people, language, and habits-and
This suggestion involved the
'l'ygrett, Wayne; Mrs. Winona as soon as a sponsor is found, she arranrements with Professor Stephen D. Buell, director of educa- selection of a contractor 'to do the
Straight, Vinson; Mrs. Mary Mof- will be ready to come to the tional radio and television, to brine little Cal to bis Speech 361 work on a "cost plus 10 per ~t"
fat, Milton senior.; Mrs. Virginia United States to begin her life as class.
basis. n was f~lt by the HHFA
If a youthful environment counts for much, Cal should have hat the contractor woul~ be more
Dotson, Buffalo.
a student at Marshall Universiity.
a great future in hirher education. He was born when Mr. and Mrs. willing to utilize much of the
Baker were students at George Washiorton University in Wasbinr- existing materials in the renovaton, D. C., and transferred with his parents to the Marshall campus tion.
early this fall.

,ause Tltat lefres•es

Home Ee. Sets
Teaching Duties

•

I

Cal Baker Attends His
First Class With Dad

WMUL-FM Goes On Air Today;
First· Educational Radio In ·State
By JIM CASTO

Staff Reporter
WIMUL4FlM, W es t Virginia's
·..,; first educational radio station, will
··~ go on the air today at 4 p.m.
The Federal Communications
Commission has a u th o r i zed
WMUL to begin broadcasting on
a frequency of 88.1 megacycles
on the FM band.
. ·· · An open house and reception
will be held in the studios today
from 3 to 5 p.m.
At the outset, the station will
WORKING ON PLANS for the debut of station WMUL, Marshall
University's radio station, are Gene Bias, Yawkey sophomore, broadcast from 4 to 7 p.m. Monstudio announcer, and Sylvia Hamood, , White Sulphur Springs day through Friday. An all-stusophomore chairman of the radio music department. The initial dent stall will. produce programs
prorram
begin today at , p.m. at 88.1. megacycles on the radio of national, state, and regional
news; c a m !P u s announcemenfs;
F. M. dial.

~
... #?#ii
.

Students Pia• Program

w'm

music, and educational topics.
The music wil be varied. Popular music will be featured from
4 to 5 p.m.; light and dinner music
from 5 ta 6 p.m.; and uninterrupteel classical selections from 6 to 7
p.m. Prese_nt plans call for a complete opera to be featured one
night each week.
Except for occasional equipment tests and an 'eight-month
period in 1958, the station has not
operated since the studios wei::e
installed in the Science Hall in
1951. Lack of operating funds has
prevented live broadcasting even
though most of the $90,000 worth
of equipll'M!nt has been available
since that year.

-S~ephen D. Buell, asociate. professor of speech and director of
educational radio - television, 1 s
faculty adviser for the station.
George Mendenhall, professor
of engineering, is the chief engineer.
J e r r y Ashworth, H-untm,ton
senior and station manager, estimated that the station will hirve
an effective broadcasting radius
of 15 miles.
Other members of the staff include Roy Collins, Huntington
senior, supervisor of engineer,i ng;
John Killoran, Huntington senior,
news director; and Tom Cloer,
Welch graduate student and production manager.
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Names Are Listed

Letters To Editor

Examinees For First
English Test Posted
~tu_de.n ts listed below are assigned to take the Qualifying
Examination in. English comporition this semester. Each, student
must report on the date assigned.
There will be no seat available
for theim on the other date.
Anyone on this list who wdshes
to check his status regarding the
examination requirement . should
see Dr. A M. Tyson, chairman of
the English department, at once.
Students not on the list, but
who within the credit categories
requiring the examination this
semester, should also report to
Dr. Tyson immediately and rfgister for the. examination, so as to
avoid difficulty later when graduation requirements are checked.
Required to take the examination this semeiste.r are those students who, as of the beeinriing of
the semester, were within these
categories · of s em es .t er credit
hours:
Engine er i n g majors, 68-80
hours; all other students in fouryear programs who have 58-70
hours, and those students in twoyear programs wrth 47 or more
hours.
The examination will consist of
a composition of approximately
400 words on a subject chosen~
the. !tudents ,from several ~ s
pro~mled ~ the departn_tent m
which he 18 ~~jorin,g: Tune allowed for wntmg. will be two
hours. ~ ~ards will be c?ec~ed
for admmnon to the e.x amm~ion
room. Paper will be provided.
(fte names of those ~ the
enminatton after Nov. 11 wlll be
pabUshed in a later lssae of TIie
Parthenon.)

Chewning, Eugene; Childers, Jer
ri; Clark, Dorene; Clark, Gary;
Clarkso~, George; Clay, Ann;
Clay, Nancy; Clovis, W i 11 i am;
Cole, Elizabeth; Combs, Margaret;
Oonard, Lind a; Conley, Barbara; Connell, Robert; Cook, Iva;
Corea, Anna; Corrie, Carol; Cosby, James; Crabtree, James, Crabtree, Lenora; Chawlord, Jimmie;
Cronin, Anne; Crookshanks, Mary;
Crum, Shirley; Cunningham, Lois.
Damron, E 1 o is e; Danie 1 s,
Geo r -g e; D'Antoni, Kathy Jo;
Daven.port, Richard; Davis,
James; Deitz, John; Dempsey,
James; Dial, Sanders; Dickerson,
Bat1bara; Dillon, Hal; Donahoe,
Mary; Douglas, Gary; Duckworth,
Robert; D u n can, John; Dunfee,
Thomas; Dunn, Susan.
Egnor, William; Evans, James;
Evans, William; Feola, Stephen;
Ferrell, Ch a r I es; Finley, Dale;
Fletcher, Harry; Foster, Bart>ara;
Foster, F.dgar; Fought, Dorothy;
Frasher, Garland; Frazier, Patrioia; Freeman, James.
Gatrell, Edward; Gerber, Michael;. Gilbson, Lynn; Glaspell, Archie; Goodrich, Naomia; Grady,
Thomas; Gr,aham, Bari>ara; Gri.ffiths, Carole; Grimes, •Ellen;
Grimm, Ruth; Gwinn, Victoria.
.Haddad, Kathryn; Hager, Harry; Hager, Marjorie; Ha 1 d an e,
Mary; Hamb, Mary; Hamlin, Willimn; Hammack, Joseph; Hamrick,
Lind-a ; Hanna, Georgann; Hanna,
James; Hanson, Wayne; Harman,
Willia~; Harper, Neal; Harwood,
Jewell;
Hatcher, Wilma; Hatfield, Larry; Hazelett, Peggy; Haze me y,
Jimmy; Hensley, Edwin; Hesson,
J O s e p h; Hickel, Lance; High,
Marsha; Hilton, Ronald; Hinerman, J ,u di th; Hines, Jo 'Anne;
ite, Harvey; Hogg, Patricia; Hogsett, Carol;
Houk
.
J.'Uroo , Don a 1 d; Honaker,
Ronald; Hopson, James; How~
craft, Fred; Hubbard, Margaret;
H u·d son, Suzanne; Huff, John;
Hunter, Carolyn; Hutton, Mary.
.
I ~.• Tom; Ingenck, Joseph;
Jackson, McDonald; J.a<:kson, Wil-

Dear Editor:
My complaint con<:erns the Parthenon and its failure to report
the news. I feel that th~ present systepi of acquiring news used
by the Parthenon staff is extremely inefficient. The present system
requires those possessing articles to present them to The Parthenon.
I must admit that either there is a lack of initiative·on the part of
the staff or the staff is undermanned because, as far as I am concerned, l think a reporter should seek news and not have the
news seek him.
So that this article will not seem to be condemning anyone
without first ·o ffering a solution, I will advance a few suggestions.
I will use the Greek organizations as an example since they are a
major source of. news on campus.
I suggest that a reporter be given the responsibHity of contacting the various organizations each week and finding out if there
are any newsworthy articles instead . of requiring each group to
submit their articles only to have. them discarded if the staff feels
they are not important. ·Secondly, I feel that the majority of the
students are unaware of the proper time, place and person to see
in order to SUJbmit an article. I think it would ,b e helpful to print this
information in each issue.
I also would suggest that containers be placed in the dorms for
the purpose of collecting articles that a student would care to submit, and that these containers be checked each week by a reporter.
If The Parthenon is going to be a campus newspaper I would
like to see a: number of changes made so that it will represent the
campiu ;1.s a whole and not the views of a few.
DANIEL A. TWEEL
Bantlqton ·senior

The Parthenon Replies
Fas6io1 Parade
NANCY wALLS, Barboursville
Junior, models a fleece-lined all
weather coat from Belle's at the
. Home Economics Club fashion
show held last Wednesday;
------------REPUBLICANS MEET
:The Young Republicans Club
will meet tomorrow at 4 p.m. in
,the _Stud~ Chapel. A pa~el ~scuss1on will be held featur~g five
congressmen wh~ are tourmg the
s~the~stern_ Umted States. P~rtic1~mg _w~l be Samuel Devme
~Ohio), Wilham C. Cramer (Florida), James Bro~well (Iowa),
John Astlbrook (Ohio), and Arch
Moore (W. Va.).
- - - -·- - - - - - - - liam; _Jarrett, Joyce; Jenkins,
F.dith; Jenkins, · Larry; Johnson,
Judith; Johnson, Samuel; Jones,
Barry; Jone.s, Donna; Keys, Brenda; Kidd, Mary Jo; King, Darle_n e; and Mancari, Sarah.

Students wil supply their own
pen and ink or ballpoint pen.
Pencil-written compositions will
not be B<:Cepted. Use of a dictionary will be permitted, but no
other books or papers may be
brought into the room.
The following students will take
..,.,
the test on Sat., nov. 11, at 9:00
a.-m.' in the Science auditorium:
..... ,b
J
t Ab
Ann
1n1 rams,
ane ;
sa1om,
;
Adkins, Reg~nia; Alleman, 'Linda
Ann; Allen, Joseph; Alley, Charles; Amick, Bonn i e; Anderson,
:Ann; Anderson, John; Andrews,
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY STUDENT NEWSPAPER
Bernard; Ascough, Larry; Austin,
Establlahed 11198
Clifford·, Austin, E. Loretta·, AuMember ot west v1rs1n1a ·1ntercoues1ate Prea A.aociaUon
Full-leued Wire to The Aaoclated Pru,I.
xier, Edward.
Entered u second cla.. matter, Ma:y 211, UM&. at the Post Office at Huntlnston,
.
West Vlrsinla, under Act of Conrre.., March J , 18'79.
Baker, Alfred; Bak e •r, John; PUbllahed twice weekl7 du~ the reswar. ochool tenNI and once a - k durtna
Bari>our, Patricia·, Barnes, Lucy
the summer terms with the followl.ns excepttoiu:
Novembel'-The ThankaSlvlns hollda:y
Ann; Bartle.tt, Patricia; Bartram,
Decembel'-The Chrlatmaa holiday ot aPPrOXlmate17 two and one half weeu .
.January-The flnt week of .January which flntdln the Chrbtm•• bolidu.
.Karen; Baumgardner, Judith;
The laat week ot Januar7 which la final exaittlnatlon week.
..,._
_
Beck
tt
J
d
Be
AJlrll-The week of Easter vacation.
B ea11, .1W<>CQe;
e , U y;
rMa7 -The laat - I t of Ma:y which ta final examination week.
nard, Mary; BillUPS, Judy; Bii:d, bJ' Dellu1ment of Jouniallam, litanhall Unlvenlt7, 18th Street · and 3rd Avenue.
Hunttnsion, -Vnt Vlrsinla.
RonaId ; BlaCk , L l• n d a; · Blad es,
OU-campus aubocrlptton fee ·la ie.oo per :year.
Anthony;
Actlvlt7 fee coven on-campua student aubocrtptlona at the rate of p.oo per
Nm.tar plua IIO cent. for NCh summer term.
Blake, Sally; medsoe, •Letha;
. 8TAff
Bledsoe, Naomi; Bode, Connie;
Phone JA s-ea or .Journallam Dept., Ex. m ol .JA W411

The Parthenon

~:;; ~::.: ; ~~~i:o;~:: ·5"1~~~--.:_:.:.\:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:-.:.:.:.:.:_:_:_:_):_:·_:_:_:·.:.:.:.:.:.:_:_:_:_:_:_: i ~ E

~~E~~r:: ~ :~:u>>rru-·-::n:<:~@~
thur; Brennan, Roger; Britz, Ellen; Brown, Alice; Brown, Margaret; Bruce, Ronald; Burchett,
Ethel; Burdette, Judith; Burgess,

FacultJ' Adv!Nr · .. · · · · · · · · · · · ..... ,", .. ,,,....... . . ...... ........ ...... W. Pase Pit\
~

:=.============================::::::
coJOD:IIClAL pro;• x.rrso. co.

Glenn; Burgess, Hiram; Burnett,
Beverly.
Cain, Mary; Calandras, John;
Calderwood, William; Call, Charles; Cantel"bury, Jackie; Canterbury, Sharon; Carmicllael, Janet;
Carpenter, Wi1liam; Carter, Charles; Carver, James, Cash, John;
Cassel, Charles; Casto, George;
Casto, James;
Cazad, Raymond; Ch a pm an,
Clinton; Chewning, Chatles;

HESSON'S PHARMACY

Newspapers have tiaditionally been the target of a barrage of
criticism from dissatisfied factions, and The Parthenon is no exception. In today's "Letter to the F.ditor" column-one of the services
this campus newspaper offers any student or faculty memberthere appears an attack on The Parthenon's news coverage and
staff organization.
·
Since The Parthenon is a bi-weekly publication, no person
could expect it to compete with the larger daily newspapers, either
in speed or complete coverage. Yet The ·Parthenon has, we think,
made an outstanding record in breaking SOJU~ top news stories. For
example, the school newspaper. was the first to announce M.arshal:l's
victory in its drive for Universjty status. The Parthenon also
traditionally announces Miss Marshall and her attend·a nts.
iAs far as the organization of the stall is concerned, The Parthenon is set up and operated as many daily newspapers. Certain
"beats" (illlCLuding the Gre.ek organizations) are assigned to reporters who are required to contact his news source and "seek
out the news."
'NJ a safeguard, The Parthenon also accepts stories from individuals or or.g.anizations. Of course any newspaper reserves the right
to accept or reject any contribution because of. $pace limitations or
prospective rea'der interest.
The Par,t henon staff is proud of its record, its , organizational
set-up and its staff m~bers. Years of trial and error in the history
of American journalism have proven this way to be the most
aioceptable. But there is still room for improvement and that is the
direction that The Parth1mon is taking.
THE EDITORS

Theses & Term Papers Expertly Typed
Six Years Experience With Campbells Form.
CALL JANE GILES LEITH
RE 6-5095 after 6 P.M..
ROYAL -

COLE -

SMITH CORONAS - UNDER.WOODS.
REMINGTONS - OLYMPIAS
OLIVETTI - VOSS
Rentals _._.. Mo. (S Mo.)
8enice--Tbla CUpplq worth SUI
OD

TJpewriter Tlllle-ap

CRUTCHER

BUSINESS MACHINES
1701 5th An.

PboM JA 5-1771

Butlqtoa, W. VL

ALCOA
Openings for part-time work for college men. On
the job training for demonstrations of ALCOA'S
new products.
Scholarships Available -

Leads Furnished

1524 6th Avenue

Car Necessary

Student Checks Cashed Free (With I.D. Card)

FOR INTERVIEW CALL JA 5-3213

COSMETICS

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

~---------------------------'

Between 3:30 and 5:30
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THE PARTHENON

;-Broocos Down Big Green, 20-0;
Shaky Pass Defense Is Blamed
By RENO UNGER

Assistant Sports Editor
.
,.
.
The ~ig Green~ shaky pass defense faltered agam last Saturday
at Kalam~zoo ~nd allowed a 20-0
h~m~commg :Vtcto~ for Western
Michigan Umver&Lty. The Broncos' razzle dazzle attack, 1 led _by
qu~rtel'lbac~ . Ed ~h.J.ebek ~ pmpomt ~assmg and s~me slippery
r u n n 1 n g backs-aided by two
fumbles by the Big Green- drilled holes in Marshall's dog~ed. defense and put .Wes.tern M~h1gan
very st7ongly m . the runrung for
t~e M 1 d - American Conference
title.
PLAYERS OF THE week in last Saturday's pme with Western
. Mar~hall's bull-dozer fullback,
Micblpn are: Rorer Jefferson (left), Barboursville junior ruard; big. Dixon Edwar~, show~ ~P
and, for the second time, Dixon Edwards, Morpntown senior we.I~ on. the rush I? g stahst~cs
fullback.
agam with 68 yards m 17 carr1?5
-mor,e than haLf of the. Big
Greens total of 131 yards. Millard
Fleming. was another b'ig con·t ri.
butor with 38 y,a rds.
; ht
t . th
Ano ther b rig
s:po m e game
w as contributed by sophomore
quartel'lback Charlie Fletcher who,
in the fourth quarter, led the Big
Green in three separate drives and

'Pl11en Of Weei' rlcie,I

Marshall Cagers
Now Stand At 13
Coach Happy With Team Progress;
Stroog Competition for Positiohs

connected with two out of three Cooke charged through the midpass attempts.
die for 17 yards oo.fore being
But, despite a dogged and deter- stopped on the six. Three_ plays
mined line, Marshall just couldn't later Bedner went over,from o~
get a scoring threat going before ya.rd out for the second TD.
its lack of depth began to show Gilbbs kicked the wobbly extra
up again. ..
point.
In the first quarter Western's
The -Broncos staged an 80-yard
Ken 'Reasor made the ;~very on drive from a· punt in the third
a bobbled pass attempt on Mar- quarter spiced by five passes ,nshall's 37 and made good a drive route, the longest of which wu a
to the Big Green's goal in 10 28 yarder to Forge. The lO~yard
plays Chlebek kept the ball on touchdown .pass was caught by
the ~round all the way with the Holland. We s t r n muffed the
carrying done by Schlee and De- extra point on a penalty, making
Orio.
the score 20-0, where it remained
The Broncos struck again half- for the rest of the game.
way through the second quarter.
The. win puts Western Michigan
Roger Theder received a punt and within ·h oping distance of the
dodged his way downfield to the M.A.C. title with a record of 4-2,
Marshall seven only to be called topped only by Bowling Green
back to his own 31 on a clipping which, after losing to Miami the
penalty. Chlebek first handed off same day, is 4-1.
to DeOrio for .four then drilled
.
'
two shor.t passes
to ends Peterson
ALUM LEADS CLASS
.
.
and Holland for mne pards apiece.
.
, -:
J W. Laing, a 1959 Marshall
After a l'unnmg attack
faded,
.
.
. grad. uate, h 'as. b een e 1-_._ed
,,,,. pres1.Chlebek took to the au' with a dent of the junior class at Van42-yard spiral to Bedner, who Wl!_S det1bilt University School of Medidowned on the Big Green 23. Dave cine. He graduated cum laude.

e

DeWitt & Son

The Big Green basketiball team has been trimmed to 12 player,s
-.possi•b ly 13, Coach Jule Rivlin announced this week.
A3 the team points toward the Dec. 2 opener against Marietta,
Coach Rivlin said: "We are happy with the progress of the players
and there is very strong competition for positions."
/lbe 12 players definitely gear'
Bringing to Huntington
ing for the opener are: 6-8 Bob as last y~r, even though .w e make
Burge_ss', 6-4 Jim Gallion, 6-6 Phil up for it . th~ough quidkneasA Complete Line of Books
Carter, 6-6 Dick Wildt, 6-5 Willie smart movmg.
.
Tucker, 5-11 Butch Clark, 6-1
Another adv~tage of ~e new
Jodie Sword, 6-2 Charlie Moore, te~--brtter height. While 1~
6-4 Jerry Morriso_n. . 6_7 _I.iarry -y_ear s average 6.Jl~ the new addiQuality Paperbacks
Best Sellers
,,_.Wilianis 6-3 Mickey Sydenstrick- tlons have brought the avel'age
·
'
.
up to 6-3.
Cook Books
Language Dictiona~ies
er, and 6-2 Tom DennlS.
Cl k th "
t" of th
A sophomore, Alphonso Fodd· ar .' , e ~epper po
e
.rell, is the possible 13th. He's team, ,,18 ~o~mg along as ~Juveniles ·
College Outlines
wol'lking out with both the varsity pected '. battling fo,: a startmg
berth with Sword and Moore. Carand freshman teams now.
ter, · Wildt and Mo r -r i s o n still
"BOOKS ARE OUR BUSINESS, NOT A SIDELINE"
3 CUT FROM ROSTER
"n~ed a lot of work on defense,"
Cut from the roster are 5•9 the coach said, adding that GalSteve Feola, 6-2 Dave Pug~ a nd lion, Morison and Wildt are lock6-5 . Ben Chambers.
.
ed in a three-way battle for the
. Smee Oct. 15,_ :When practice right guard ·spot. The competition ~ - - •
• .•.,.•_•_•_•_•_•_•_• _•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_• _• _• _• _• _• _• _• _• _•_•_• _•_• _• _•_• _•_• _• _• _• _• _- _-_•_- _• _•_•_• _• _• _•_• _•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_•_-_-...
• --- first be~an, a spmted b~ttle. has for left guard is still wide open.
~en gomg on to determine who
With the fast break as the
will repla.ce floor general Lou offensive weapon, Marshall faces
Mott- middleman on the fast "the best schedule" it's ever had
break. Rivlin said that Moore, the coach believes By "best" h~
Clar~ ~ Sword are "still in the means "toughest';. ·
runmng. Both Cl~: k and Sw.ord
'"nlere is no breather on this
are sophomores while Moore 1s a year's schedule," he says.
senior.
Not even Marietta or Morris
With the selection of the .team Harvey?
capta~ about th~;e weeks away,
"Both of those teams have not
~me spot n~ws has devel?J>~d. lost a star ter," Rivlin points out;
F1~, center Bob Bur~ess m- "We lost three starteiis--tMott, Tex
jurJieS have healed. During some Williams and Bruce Moody-iplus
of the gam~ last season ~e. was Chuck Gordon, who saw a lot of
hobbled with an ankle tnJury. action,,
·
Sydenstricker, who saw quite a
·
bit · of action last season, has - - - - - - - - - - - - developed a better fake. And, says
BAD~ON ~EGINS
Rivlin Sword µi_ "doing a real
The badminton singles ol the
good j'ob" as the ball-hawk-·s ome- ~omen's In~ramurals ha~e begun
one to r e p l a c e either Mott or "."1th 29 entries. Pat Fannin, .e:untChuck Gordon.
mgton_ sophomor~, 8?d Kathy D'Antom, Mullens Juruor, are manBETTER OFFENSE SEEN agers for the tournament.
"Better o f f e n s e and better lrhe field of competitors in the
shooting this year," the coach handball singles has been narsays, comparing the new edition rowed to eight, and 20 entries reof the Big Green with last year's. main in the table tennis tourna"Bu t we don't have as much speed ment.

93·9 THIRD AVENUE

PHONE 525-3917

SIC FLICS

OHIO .VALLEY BUS COMPANY
Safe, Fast and Convenie.nt
Wherever You Go-Go Ohio Valley
CALL HAMl'LTON 9-1341

''I don't know what the name of
the cours~ is, but I've repeated 'it
for three years f"
21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL S.MOKES !

AGED MILD, BLENDED MILD- NOT FILTERED MILD-THEY SATISFY
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J.2J,2J3 Volumes

Fast Service Problems
Confront Library Staff
By LARRY ASCOUGH
Feature Writer
With more volumes in Jame.s E. Morrow Library than ever
before and the 1930-61 total circulation up 14 per cent from 1959-60,
problems of prompt and efficient service have reached a climactic
stage, according to Harold W. Apel, head librarian. Mr. Apel said
that as of June 30, the library contained 121,213 volumes and was
rapidly growing.
Because of the addition of books
and the· increased use of the lib- shelving arrangement has been
rary, the statt-which-is still the changed to provide more room for
same number-is sometimes criti- the storage of these periodical11
cized by some people_before they but with more than 500 of them
survey the whole situation, he being received regularly, it
added. "I'm not using this as an doesn't take long for them to fill
excuse, but our staff is shorthand- their alloted space, she explained.
ed," he explained.
With more and more period.iMr. Apel ex- cals being received every day and
plained f u rther the increased usage of the library
.that he w o !,11 d because of a larger student body,
l i k e to ex,pand the_students will have to be patthe s t a ff. "For ient when calling for magazines,
ex ample," · he Mrs. Wise added.
s a i d , ''I would
Mr. Apel summed up the situa_like to h av e a tion by saying that if the students
person work at would take more time when they
the card catalog used the. 11brary that it would be
Apel
exclusively a n d more beneficial to them and the
help patrons of the library when staff.
they use this source to search
''Students shouldn't expect to
for a book."
.
rush in the library and be finishOver $26,250 1s spent annually ed within five minutes. And by
for bound books and $7,000 for all means they should ask for
obtaining periodicals. These books he_lp if they need it," h e canand peruodicals come from many
sources.
theofuniversity
lib- eluded.
rary
is a Since
member
the American

ODI Pledges flames Postlfl
SEVEN NAMES were posted last week at the ODK Circle by Bill Price, Hinton senior and president; Walter Felty, faculty advisor, and Paul Beckett, Huntington senior and vice president. fte
men who are pledged to Omicron Delta Kappa, national men's leadership honorary, include John
Andrews, Clendenin senior; Barry Cohen, Wheeling senior; Walt Cosby ,White Sulphur Sprlnp
junior; Thomas Dunfee, Huntington junior; Aubrey King, Iaeger junior; Tony Russell, Columbus,
Ohio, senior, and George Wooten, Holllday:1burg, Pa., senior.

aIem refreshes .you r taste

t----s--::;;.i i;:-------___'
ii,
._________________________________________

Li-brary Association, it automatically receives any book or
pamphlet published by this or' ganization. The liibrary also pur-

~~~~~

::~': b;at~;i~~c~l~; :ru!f

!!n~;e:'i~·"::i~;:sur;;:ttlywC::;
published years ago but weren't
bought because the staff at that
time didn't realize the_tremendous
growth the school would exper-

.

''a~·,~-softens'' every puff

__

I ·

ience."
On the second floor the period'icals are also mounting up, according to Mrs. Norma Wise, library assistant. In recent years the

federal Service
Exam Date Set
The Federal Service Entrance
Examination will be given Nov
18 at 8 a.m. in the Science Hall
Auditorium to any juniors and
seniors interested in government
service careers.
Application cards and additional information may be obtained in
the Placement Office. Applications
must be filed with the Placement
Office by tomorrow.
J a m es Bruffey, Parkersburg
senior, has been appointed as
claims representative trainee with
the Social Security Administration.
FOUR AT MEETING

Director of Placement, Robert
P. Alexander and three students
represented Marshall at the annual Career in Retailing Conference held in Pittsburgh, Pa. yesterday. Students attending were
Michael Rossman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
junior; James McDonald, Cheste:
sen i o r, and Chadwick Hatcher
Bluefield junior.
113 IN GRADUATE STUDY
A total of 113 n~w students
have been enrolled in the Graduate Study Program this semester.
These students will have ·their
first interviews with their assigned advisers this week. All interviews should be completed by
Fri., Nov. 17.

Cl/:>~- t{j Spr~~ /

faA.e,
Just as springtime
reawakens you to the beauty and soft greenness all around .•. so
every Salem reawakens and softly refreshes your taste. Salem, with .
all its rich tobacco taste, is a gentle, easy-going smoke. Special High
Porosity paper "air-softens" every puff, so that more than ever, Salem
gives you the freshness of springtime. Smoke refreshed. .. smoke Salemi

• menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste
• modern filter, too

..
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Should You Be an
Atomic Scientist?
Campus
Wearwithals
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8eJond

wurdL Ami Margret, a graduate of Northweatem's Speech School,
has -gone on to higher semantics in Hollywood. (The
thatdted but in the back-

I

l

ground is not a Northwest-

em sorority ho1111e, but an
L. A. drive-in coconut bar.

"Slladas and dates at Canada's McGill University often call for ·the same
personnel. Cutting a defense caper in the center is a la88ie expert at
outmaneuvering any kind of forward line.

Trell of • tub, for this.
student at Brighton College,
England, as he outboarded
from St. Margayet's Bay,
Kent, in a steel bathtub, led
'croes-Channel to France.

I
I

No SUrf-eit, at UCLA, as Joe Zeno, hard-hitting Bruin halfb$ck,
lets Jo Ann Munari, charming UCLA songleader, run interference
for him through waves of opposition.

I·

t

Deep concentration
overcomes Tommy Vagenovsky (Florida
State Univel'Bity), as
he goes in way over
his head to visit Shirley Walls in Advanced
Aquatiai 1V.

.......
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Featherbrained. Genial freshman in Holland sub.mita to Yul Brynnerization of the noddle, as part
of his fraternity initiation, and provides roost as
well for bird-of unknown species (which seems to
be looking for something with more bark on it).
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SHOULD YOU BE AN

·Atomic Scientist?BY LAWRENCE R. HAFSTAD

AT the spearhead of human knowl-

fi

edge is atomic science. Since
1989 it bas raised from zero an industry we now reckon in billions of
dollars, an industry based on something no one ever will see; the neutron, a little part of the atom.
Thia unseen· portion· oT matter is·
a monument to man's intellect something that materialized out of
creative, disciplined' imagination.
Once pui:e theory, today it is- an.
immense reality, a tremendous force
for good.
What atomic science will do for
tomorrow's world I would hesitate
to predict, although much of my lifetime as a physicist has been_spent
helping to find both military and
civilian uses for this new form of
power. But I can ~Y this emphatically: Its future is unlimited.
Already we have nuclear-powered
submarines able to cruise more than
50,000 miles without refueling. With
casual assurance, scientists and engineers are discussing the idea of
nuclear - powered ships. They are
talking also about "package" atomic
reactors for developing power in the
world's wastelands. This would be
one of mankind's greatest boons.
A distinguished diplomat put it
succinctly. "Can you imagine what
atomic energy will mean to tbe·peasants of Afghanistan?" be said. "For
the first time in their lives, they
will have electric light."
Here at home, scientists even visualize an era in the foreseeable future
when atomic energy may- begin to
supplant the power .we extract from
coal and petroleum, should our rese"es of them commence to dwindle.
There is no reason for any feeling
of mystery . about this. It is just
another physical phenomenon.
Accept the fact that such a thing
as a neutron exists, exactly as yoa
·accept the fact of electricity each
time you switch on a light. Accept
the fact. too, that if this neutron
collides with the uranium 235 nucleus, ·a peculiar process called "fission" occurs. Two fission fragments
fly apart at high velocity and let
loose large amounts of energy.
Then consider that .from one
, pound of ftssionable uranium you get
aa much. enei:gy as. from. 2,600,000
pounds · of coal. Now you'll understand why enthusiasts grow so excited about atomic energy.
But power isn't the sole miracle

r

As told to Donald Robinson

in atomic energy. The by-products
of atom-splittillg' are equally challenging. Gamma rays that are released in the fission process can be
utilized for food sterilization and
in other chemical reactions. Many
plastics, for eDIDple, can be stabilized against temperatur&cbanges by
treatment with gamma rays.
Radioactive isotopes that come out
of the split atom are still more valuable. Every day, they are turning
up new clues in the endless war
against disease. Medical researchers
are employing them right now to
track down brain tumors.
In agriculture, plant biologists
and agronomists are using isotopes
to enrich the soil and improve farm
crops. By means of isotopes, they
reeently brought forth new species
of rust-resistant oats that stand to
save American farmers fl00,000,000
a year. Isotopes are even being utilized today to make chickens lay more
eggs. And that's not all the uses of
· isotopes, by far. We need to know
more, for instance, about the wear-·
ing qualities of metal. Just why do
certain machine parts wear out?
lso~pes are telliDg ua.
We need a better uijderstanding
of the manner in which one part of
an alloying element in ten thousand
parts of base metal produces such
striking improvements. Isotopes may
shed new light on it.
It is actually impossible to enumerate the packets of new knowledge
that isotopes and other radioactive
materials are revealing to us. We
scientists are like kids turned loose
in a toy department; there are so
many things beckoning for our attention we hardly know where to
start.
So, you see, the boys and girls
who select nuclear science for a livelihood will have the · privilege of
working on the frontiers of knowledge. Deep intellectual and spiritual
satisfactions await them. I never
knew a true scientific explorer who
was bored by bis work.

Lawrence R. l1afstad is vice pt"esidetll of
the General Motors Corporation i11 charge
of
labo,ato,ies. He earned his
degree in electrical engi-ring in 1926
at the University of Minnesota and did
gJaduate work there in physics before
joining the staff at the Carnegie lnstiiution
of Washington, D. C. He continued his
stv!fies at Johns Hopkins University, where
he was awarded his Ph.D. in physics in

1933.
Dr. Hofstad remained with the Cornegie ·tnstitution as a research physicist

froa 1928 until 1945. Froa 19-42 to
l 9.45, he was assigned to the staff of
the- Applied- Physics- loboreto,y- of .JohM.
Hopkins. He sened as director of the
laboratory from 1945 to 19-47. In 19.47,

science, and its demands for trained
manpowerhave serioasl)- oatsb ipped
the supply. _
.
A few years ago, merely a handful
of scientists was dealing with the
atom. Today, 15,000 scientific people ·
are engaged in atomic activities for
the government-and private industry. Tens of thousands more are
wanted.
Recently, the Atomic Energy Commiss-io-n officially estimated that
40,000 more scientists apd engineers
will be required within the next several years to work.. on_ applications
of nuclear power. This is just one
phase of atomic science. There are.
scores of othera.
The salutary fact is that the
idea of research no longer bas to be
"sold" to industry, the -government,
or the public. Indastrial firms now
realize that their survival depends
upon scientific alertness in the laboratories. The government is con. tinually enlarging its technical
horizons. Colleges and universities,
traditional incubators of scientific
thought, are broadening the scope
of their research programs. And
there are burgeoning scientific
foundations, privately operated and
financed, which are setting up hundreds of specialized research projects for government and industry.
With all of these organizations, expansion in the atomic field is checked
only by the scarcity of trained personnel.

Dr. Hofstad was named executive secretary of the Research and Development
Board in the Office of the Secretary of
Defense. He served as director of the
Johns Hopkins Institute for Cooperative
Research in Baltimore from l 9-47 to l 950.
From 19-4~ to 1955, Dr. Hofstad was
the first director of the Atomic Energy
Commission's Reactor Development DivisioA in Wa.hington, D. C., wheN ~
responsible for the development programs
for nuclear-powered submarines and aircraft as well as for civilian atOl'llic power.
From 19-49 to 1951, he carried a presidential appointment as- chainncnr of- It.- Interdepartmental Committee
Scientific
Research and Development In Washington. In 1955, Dr. Hofstad became director
of the Chase Manhattan Bank's Atomic
Energy Diviilon in New York City. In September of that year, he succeeded Charles 1
l. Mceuen as General Motors vice president in charge of the research laboratories.
Dr. Hofstad has worked in the fields.
of ionosphere studies, radioactivity, and
artificial atomic dislnhlgration. For the development of an early milrlC>lf-volt vacvulll
tube, he was co-recipient of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science
Award in 1931. In 195.(, the Atomic
Energy Commission named him for its
Distinguished Service Award. In 1956,
he received the annval Wililam Proctor
Prii.e Award of the Scientiftc Research
Society of America, as one ol the leading
sciealisls In the nation..

on

TYPES OF ATOMIC SCIENTISTS
What types of sc_ientists and engi-

neers are welcome in atomic science?
Almost every kind. PhysiciBts are
needed to do basic research .on the
underlying facts of nature; we have
nearly exhau,ted our present store
of basic research. Mathema.ti.cia11,11
are necessary to predict neutron be. bavior. Chemists must search out
better methods for processing fission
products. MetallurgiBta must deter·

Contiftued on page 5

OPPORTUNITY UNLIMITED

"Are there any openings for newcomers in atomic science?" you ask.
I can honestly answer that the
opportunities are infinite-for boys
and girls alike. The need for new
blood in this line is vast. It is one
of the fastest-gr~wing categories in
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Getting
Around
To It:

I

T would be impossible for a student to graduate from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
without a speaking acquaintance
with the atom.
M.I.T. has strong programs in
political science, humanities, industrial management, economics, archierly, nucleus-smasher) will not be
tecture and other fields which may
the biggest accelerator but it will be
seem not to be related to atomic
the largest electron accelerator in
scienc~ but all freshmen and sophothe world and will propel electrons
mores are required to take physics
at nearly the speed of light-faster
and most of them take courses which,
than they have ever been accelerated
s ooner or later, get involved with
before. It might be compared to a
atomic energy or the structure and
high-JJQwered rifle, more useful for
behavior of the atom.
the purposes for which It is intended
The new physics has upset many
than a more massive, cannon-like acapple carts~ven in philosophy. Dr.
celerator would be.
Huston Smith, an M.I.T. philosopher,
writes: "Contemporary science has
.Much of atomic research at M.I.T.
crashed through the cosmology as
is done in the Laboratory for
if through a sound barrier, leaving
Nuclear Science, an interdisciplinary
us without replacement .. . Basically
laboratory of the sort for which the
the absence of a new cosmology ·is
Institute is noted. One approach
due to the fact that physics has cut
toward a better understanding of
away so radically from our capacity
the atomic nucleus is through the
to imagine the way things are that
study of cosmic rays, and LNS scienwe do not see how the two can get / tists have been sending instruments
hack together."
aloft in balloons and space probes
Not the least troublesome in the
and maintaining observatories in
new physics are the "strange parNew Mexico, Bolivia and India to
ticles" associated with the nucleus
learn more about them.
of the atom. More knowledge of them
One of the many important tools
is expected to be produced by the new
in the LNS is the ONR Generator,
six-billion electron volt Cambridge
a Van de Graaf! gener11,tor in which
Electron Accelerator, which M.I.T.
ions are hurled at the nuclei of atoms
and Harvard have been building
atan energy of as much as 10,000,000
jointly, and which is nearly complete.
electron volts. On the M.I.T. campus,
This atom smasher (or, more propwhich is dominated by the stately

M .I.T.'s big ONR generator

Humanities class at M.I.T.
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~eo-classical central building with
its two great limestone porticos, the
ONR Generator, contained in a blue,
silo-like structure, resembles something at Cape Canaveral than anything else at M.I.T.
Most of M.I.T.'s other apparatus
is housed in fairly conventional
buildings. Another exception is the
M.I.T. Reactor, which occupies a
giant steel dome a couple of blocks
from the main campus. A 1,000kilowatt reactor, intended for research rather than the generation
of power, it began operating in 1968
and was the first reactor of this size
in the world to be located · in an
urban area. Experience has shown
that-the -decision for it -to be easily
accessible to students (and not involved in classified research), rather
than in a remote location, was a wise '
one.
Although the reactor's principal
uses are research and the training
of students in reactor technology, it
has also been used by medical doctors in a new kind of treatment for
brain tumors. A number of patients
have undergone. treatment in . the
unique medical facility, located beneath the reactor so that a beam
of neutrons can be directed through
an opening in the skull following
surgery.

The reactor is the chief laboratory
of the Department of Nuclear ~ngineering, a department open only
to graduate students, some of whom
may also go to the Oak Ridge Engineering Practice School maintained by M.I.T. at the AEC facility
in Tennessee. Classes in the department are not confined to those dealing with fission-the atom-splitting
chain reaction. The department is
also concerned, in teaching and research, with fµsion - the H-bomb
reaction which, if it can ever be
harnessed, would make possible unlimited power for the world, using
abundant sea water as a source of
fuel rather than expensive uranium.
No one has yet discovered how to
use fusion for power. A major obstacle is devising a container for a
reaction which would occur at a temperature of perhaps 360,000,000
degrees. It has generally been supposed that the best container would
be a "magnetic bottle" - one in
which magnetic fields contained the
material, but none has . been built
which would work. Recently an
M.I.T. graduate student in nuclear
engineering came up with a scheme
for a corkscrew-shaped bottle, which
may do the job. In any case,. a model
is about to be built and if it doesn't
solve the problem, M.I.T. scientists
and engineers will keep trying.

''This gizmo fits into the tbimmabogob"
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ATOMIC SCIENTIST
Continued from 'fXl,ge 9
mine materials that can withstand
the incredible heat and stress involved in atom-splitting. Medical
men and biochemists must ascertain
the effects the atom can have on
health. Biologists and agronomists
must seek methods by which the
atom ..can impr.ov.e _crops.
Engineers of every variety-mechanical, civil, electrical, metallurgical, mining, to mention a feware equally essential. They must
translate the broad findings of the
scientists into practical usage. No.
matter what aspect of science a person is interested in, he is likely to
find an outlet in the atomic arena.

.
· not a dangerous
l
busmess.
·
science
1s
Its accident rate is so low that the
National Safety Council rates it as
one of the two safest industries in
the country.
As in any profession, disadvantages can be cited. The hours are
long. The work is arduous. For scientists, the risk of 'lack of success is
great. In research, many failures
must be expected for every success.
One can certainly select an easier
way of making a living.
EDUCATION

If you do settle on atomic science
for your -life-work, you must have
a thorough education. Were I the
parent of a youngster with a scientific gleam in his eye, I would do
my best to impress him with the
REQUIREMENTS
truth that his futµre is starting in
What does atomic science demano
his classrooms today. Nuclear science
of the boy or the girl who wants to
is only an extension of the basic
make a profession of it?
fu.I tdamentals he learns in his early
First, in my opinion, he (or she)
science courses.
must have imagination. Second
I would tell him, ''Steep yourself
comes intellectual curiosity, a deepin fundamentals. Make them part
rooted desire to understand how and
of your consciousness. The rest of
why things behave as they do.
what you learn will come naturally."
Third, the young scientist must
A bachelor's degree in science or
have patience. Often he will reach
engineering is the least you should
dead ends in. research. He must be
have, and a master's degree is better.
willing to keep on trying. As one
Anyone thinking of basic research
of my very good scientist friends
in physics or chemistry should go
declared, "The only time you don't
on to get a Ph.D. It's a virtual necwant to fail is the last time you try."
essity for landing a good job in govA fourth and especially urgent
ernment, industry, or the academic
requirement is a m!lthematical bent.
world. Besides, it brings a better
And the boy who aspires to go far
salary.
in atomic science must have a tru·e
Just recently, a study was made
mathematical talent. Math is the
to compute how much more money
language of "the trade."
·
a scientist with a Ph.D. was likely
A fifth characteristic is the ability
to earn during the course of his
to callect data, organize facts and ' life than one with a bachelor's deanaly.ze them. A .sixth requirement
gree . It came to $100,000.
· · is that a boy enjoy hard work, for
I might point out that opportunithe problems are everlasting.
ties to earn graduate degrees have
· And, seventh, the good scientistimproved greatly. More than thirty
I
to-be should be a non-conformist. · universities are giving graduate
He must be willing to get off wellcourses in nuclear engineering and
traveled mental highways and strike
other atomic sciences. A number of
out for himself. The brief history
industries encourage their young
of atomic science is the story of men
laboratory employees~ financially as
and women who had the intellectual
well as .otherwise, to continue theiI
courage of their convictions. Too
graduate education in special courses
much cannot be said for this.
or night classes while they hold down
their regular jobs.
I believe it is also worth emphaFINANCIAL REWARDS
sizing that atomic science, because
Latest government studies indiof its stringent requirements, is not
cate that a college graduate with a
a calling for the average student.
Bachelor of Science or an engineerIt insists upon a high level of mental
ing degree can easily get a job payrefinement; and I think it is imporing $400 a month. Within not too
tant for us to try to train our youth
many years, he should be up to $750
up to it.
a roonth. Men who reach the higeher
levels of management will, of course,
Reprinted through the courtesy of the
earn considerably more. In industry,
New York Life lnau-o.nce Company,
salaries of $25,000 and $35,000 are
copyright owner.
not unusual.
"Show me a man of ability and
e_x perience, and I'll meet his price,
whatever it is," the head of a large
company in the atomic field recently

remarked.
The possibilities for advancement
are splendid. Visit any atomic laboratory and one of your first impressions is that the staff is made
up of young people. The working
conditions are excellEmt, too. In this
connection, let me stress that atomic ,
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hada

oneman

com~ce
'aboutyour
future

latelf"?·

You,
Why the gold bars?
Future You:
You're needed •.. just as your father and .grandfather
were. It's an obligation that a lot of qualified college
men have to meet. If we don't. ..
You:
· All right. But what can I do for the Air Force?
Future You:
The Air Force needs college trained men arid women
as officers. This is caused by the rapidly advancing
technology that goes with hypersonic air and space
flight-. Your four years of college have equipped you
to handle complex jobs.
You:
Say I was interested ... how can I get to be an officer?
Future You,
You know about Air Force ROTC and the Air Force
Academy. Then there's the navigator training pro•
gram. You've probably heard about Officer Training
School... where the Air Force takes certain college
graduates, both men and women, and commissions ·
them after three months of training.
You:
Starting salary is important. What about that?
Future You:
Add it up. Base pay, tax-free allowances, free medical and dental care, retirement provision, perha(ls
flight pay. You don't have to be an eco major to see
it adds up to an attractive package.
·
You:
I've been thinking about getting my Master's.
Future You:
As an officer you can apply for the Air Force Institute
of Technology. At no cost, and while on active duty
sonie officers may even win their Ph.D. degrees.
You:
Tell me more.
That's the job of your local Air Force Recruiter.
Or write to Officer Career Information, Dept.
CDlll, Box 7608, Waahin,rton 4, D.C., If you
want further information ahout the navigator
1raining or-oflice r Training School proFrams.

There's a place for
professional achrevement in the

U.S.Air Force·
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The name of Caesar -AugusteJean-Guilliaume-H ubert Franck
looms larger today in typographic
than in musical circles.
However, he is now the inspiration for an event of major importance in classical record releases. It is the Franck Piano
Quintet, featuring the magnificent Russian artist, Sviatoslav
Richter, in the piano part, with
the no less scintillating support
of the Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra
string quartet. (Monitor Records

Inside the John Birch Society by Gene

Dress-up. .This Notre Dame man is
turned out in a natural-shoulder semichesterfield topcoat, and dark euit.

His hat (remember them?) is centercreased, raw edge, dark. Try one yourself.

-MC fOS6).

Cuff sweater. Our cover girl wears a

bulky Shaker knit sweater, with a cuff
border of thickly teztured ~ mohair at the hipline and collar. Warm,
sweaterish, but still with a touch of
elegance.

CAMPUS WEARWITHALS

As musical fashions go, the
romantic composers of the nineteenth century, with Franclc soberly imbedded in the center of
· them as a composer of -retigious
music, are considered a bit square
just now. All the more wonder,
then, that Franck wrenches
himself away from the entire
company with this fresh and surprisingly modern composition,
here played with a virtuosity unmatched in our day.
The Piano Quintet cannot be
called avant-gard£ but in its harmonic departures as well as its
almost complete break with the
traditions of string quartets .and
chamber music, you'll discover a ·
lush and passionate work with
none of the cloying mannerisms
of · the old nineteenth centuryschool. The quintet has always
deserved firmer notoriety than it
ever enjoyed (Saint-Saens, playing the piano part in its first
a_ppearance, walked off the stage
in the middle of his performance,
in disgust over its "dissonances")
but this treatment puts it superbly in a class by itself. The
piano in this composition is the
major voice but it by no means
stands out as the instrument does
in the traditional concerto treatment. It is dominant, subdued,
and woven into the skein of the
strings, by turns. And it has
moments of tremendous impact
which bring out Richter's great
power, just as its lyric passages
are made to order for this miraculously endowed artist.
If you don't know this lllUBic.
buy the record and prepare for
a revelation, full of beauty and
intricacy. If you do, buy it because there's never been, and
never will be, a recording of the
quintet like this.-

Mondrian motif. Multicolor squares, de-

lineated by black stripes Mondrianimate the pure white background. At
left, a throw -scarf - pocketed-sweater•
jacket-no-sleeve-tie-on.

LAWRENCE BENZ

The art of the casual, at Notre Dame,

University of Wichita '64

is shown by our student in a more
relaxed moment. Sneakers and chinos,
of course. Crew-neck sweater, and, for
brisk faH weather, short corduroy coat.

••••

At Southern California, a couple of the
boys are casing 8'Jmebody, but they're

OK themselves in shawl-collared
sweater, left, and right, madras shirt,
chinoe, jacket, and 'sneakers.

Hls-n-her sweaters tell the going-together story. The sweaters are cardigan
style; and zip up to convertible turtle
neck collars for terrapin days. Her
slacks-jersey. Her gaze- tantalizing.

Grove (Gold Medal Books, 50c)
gives a startling look at the most
controversial politic.al group to
hit recent headlines. Base9 on the
ironic death of a U. S. Army cap.
tain supposedly killed by Chinese
commies ten days after V-J Day,
the society has gained colossal
publicity by accusing top-ranking
politicians of Communist ten.9.en-_
cies, but its press-shy founder,
Robert Welch, veers away from
reporters to keep the group
shrouded in secrecy.
Welch's crude tactics ( calling
Eisenhower a "dedicated, con~
llcious qoent of the Communitlt
conspiracy," and launching a campaign to impeach Chief Justice
Earl Warren) have gained increasing support ·for the Society
to the _surprise of more subdued
patrio~ like myself.
Grove, in a collection of quotes,
exposes Welch's inaccuracies and
contradictions. His quasi-conclusions are drawn with a sneer, but
the book is valuable in presenting hard-to-uncover facts in softcover compactness.
For a guide to the
entire field of jazz,
don't miss Leonard Feather's The
Book of Jazz (Paperback Library).
Knowledgeable
enough for experts yet basic
enough for interested beginners-,
this paperback outlines vital
trends of a music which has come
from being hailed as a "wave of
vulgar, of filthy and suggestive
music" (The Musical Courier,
1899) to the biggest thing in
night clubs from here to there.
Feather covers every phase of
jazz, its origins (not necessarily
New Orleans, he says, by the
way), history, instruments, artists. A very informative book,
easily worth the fifty-cent price.
Jack Wohl has come up with
a refreshing new cartoon book,
The Conformers (a P-S Book, $1).
By "eliminating the nonessen- ·
tials," he crosses RogeJ Price and
Jules Feiffer with wacky success,
disc-cussing the foibles of all the
0 and O in the neighborhood
with nothing more than scissors
and a pot of glue. Art? Maybe
riot, but clever, funny, and full
of uncanny insight.
DIANE STEELE

Cornell University '63
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